In this paper, we discuss optimum robot design based on task specifications using evolutionary optimization approaches. The three evolutionary optimization approaches employed Simple Genetic Algorithms, Genetic Algorithms with elitism, and Differential Evolution. These approaches were used for the optimum design of SCARA and articulated type manipulators. The objective function minimizes the torque required for the motion subject to deflection and physical constraints with the design variables being the link physical characteristics (length and cross sectional area parameters). In this work, we experimented with link various cross sections. The main findings of this research are that the differential evolution converges quickly, requires significantly less number of iterations and achieves better results.
Introduction
In this paper, we discuss optimum robot design based on task specifications using three evolutionary optimization approaches. The three evolutionary optimization approaches employed simple genetic algorithm, SGA, genetic algorithm with elitism, GAE, and differential evolution, DE. These approaches were used for the optimum design of SCARA and articulated type manipulators. The objective function minimizes the torque subject to deflection and physical constraints for a defined manipulator motion with the design variables being the link physical characteristics (length and cross sectional area parameters). The links of serial manipulators are usually over designed in order to be able to support the subsequent links on the chain and the payload to be manipulated. However, increasing the size of the links unnecessarily requires the use of larger actuators resulting in higher power requirements. Optimum robot design has been addressed by many researchers as found in the open literature based on kinematic or dynamic specifications. Oral and Idler optimized a planar robotic arm for a particular motion. They described the minimum weight design of high-speed robot using sequential quadratic programming [1] . Yang and Ming-Chen applied the minimized degree of freedom concept in a modular robotic system in order to maximize the load carrying capacity and reduce the power requirements using an evolutionary algorithm (a variation of GA) [2] . Paredis and Khosla discussed optimum kinematic design for serial link manipulators using simulated annealing based on task specifications [3] . Tang and Wang compared Langrangian and primal-dual neural network for real time joint torque optimization of kinematically redundant manipulators. They used desired acceleration of endeffector as input for a specific task [4] . Chen and Cheng described various control schemes and explained advantages of "minimum velocity norm method" over other methods for local joint torque optimization in redundant manipulator [5] . Paredis used a distributed agent based genetic algorithm to create fault tolerant serial chain manipulators from a small inventory of link and modules [6] . Chedmail and Ramstein used a genetic algorithm to determine the base position and type (one of several) of a manipulator to optimize workspace reachability [7] .
The major disadvantage of conventional optimization techniques is that they work from point to point, using local information to decide which point to explore next. This leads to the premature convergence of optimization process at false optimum. Also, many of the conventional search techniques require specific knowledge of the problem to be analyzed, for example gradient-based techniques required derivative information.
Evolutionary based techniques are employed in order to overcome shortcomings of conventional optimization methods [2, 8, 9, 10] . Genetic Algorithms and their variants are part of the evolutionary techniques and have been extensively used for modular robot design [11, 12, 13, 14] , inverse and forward kinematics [9, 15] and optimum motion and path planning [10, 16] . Differential Evolution, DE, is a recently developed evolutionary technique [17, 26] . DE has been successfully applied to the optimum design of digital filter and communication control [17] , and according to information on the web [18] to many diverse domains such as dynamic systems, controller design, heat transfer analysis and design, and many more. The DE technique to the best of our knowledge has never been investigated or applied to the optimum design of serial link manipulators. This paper addresses the application and comparison of three evolutionary techniques for optimum design of serial link robotic manipulators based to task specifications. The objective function minimizes the required torque for a defined motion subject to various constraints while considering kinematic, dynamic and structural conditions. The kinematic and dynamic analyses are derived based on robotic concepts and the structural analysis is performed based on the finite element method. The design variables examined are the link parameters and the link cross sectional characteristics. The developed environment was employed in optimizing the design variables for a SCARA and an articulated 3-DOF PUMA type manipulators.
Optimization Problem Definition
The general optimization problem is defined as follows [19] 
is the set of inequality constraints and n x Â Î is the realvalued design variable vector, and n is the number of design variables.
The optimization problem investigated is that of optimizing the link parameters for a robotic manipulator to obtain minimum power requirements or joint torques. The task specification is subdivided into two elements, the kinematic characteristics (the required position of the end effector) and dynamic characteristics (the time required to complete the motion while carrying the payload and considering the inertia properties of the links themselves). Constraints are imposed on the minimum and maximum (range) values of the link parameters that include the link length, and the link cross-sectional area characteristics, and the allowable deflection of the end effector. In addition, constraints are imposed that address physical limitations such as the range of motion of the actuators of the manipulator.
· Objective Function
The objective function is defined as the cumulative sum of the torques for each joint during the motion of the manipulator, 
· Constraints
The constraints for this optimization include the deflection of the end effector of the manipulator, physical constraints such as the limits on the joint values, and the structural characteristics of each link.
The deflection d is evaluated using finite element analysis techniques when the manipulator is at its maximum reach (completely stretched out) since this will yield the maximum deflection. Any other configuration will yield a smaller deflection value considering that the same payload is carried. The deflection evaluation is a function of the structural and material properties of the links and the payload. 
The deflection analysis evaluates the deflection of the end effector of the manipulator considering the structural characteristics of the links, the material properties for inertia evaluation and the payload. This calculation is performed using the finite element method [21] .
Finite Element Analysis for deflection.
The maximum deflection occurs when the manipulator is at its maximum reach using the finite element method. The generalized load vector is derived using the payload, p F , and the properties of the links of the manipulator such as cross-section, modulus of elasticity, E , and density, r .
The links of the manipulator are modeled as beams with the general 3-D beam element stiffness matrix shown in the appendix [21] . The structural model of a two link planar manipulator is shown in Figure 3 where the degrees of freedom for each node are the moments, i M due to bending about the Zaxis and forces i f due to axial loading along the Y-axis. 
where i f is the link weight per unit length given by
The stiffness matrices for each element are assembled to generate the global stiffness matrix. The assembled global stiffness matrix for the two-element manipulator, K , after reduction due to constraint degrees of freedom is given by 
The deflection vector U is then evaluated according to
Optimization Approaches
Three evolutionary based optimization approaches were investigated, a simple genetic algorithm, SGA, simple genetic algorithm with elitism, GAE, and differential evolution, DE.
1. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms, GAs, are stochastic (probabilistic) optimization approach whose search method is based on the theory of "survival of the fittest". It uses term individuals (or genotype, chromosomes) in a population. GAs spur the parallel search between many peaks and exploit the search space. This characteristic makes GA more robust as compare to other point-to-point search methods.
The GA input data are population size, number of generations, number of bits per variable, crossover probability and mutation probability. 
where t is the generation number, 
where f is the objective function, and Z is a value greater than the objective function. The selection of this fitness function heavily penalizes chromosomes that violate any of the constraints. A chromosome that violates any of the constraints becomes very small as compared to the chromosome that satisfies all constraints. This is because the term (1-I) Z in the objective function evaluation goes to zero in case of any constraint violation. GAs are characterized by the genetic operations of selection, crossover and mutation [22] .
Selection: Using roulette wheel fit individuals are selected for genetic operations. Individuals having beneficial fitness are at higher chances for selection.
Crossover: For each chromosome in population, if the randomly generated number r < Pc (probability of crossover), then that chromosome is selected for crossover. Two such selected vectors exchange their string information in hope of better children. Crossover occurs at randomly generated number within number of bits and this point is called point of crossover.
Mutation: For each chromosome in the population, if the randomly generated number r < Pm (probability of mutation), then the chromosome is selected for mutation. Mutation is a process that changes the binary structure of a randomly selected bit: from 0 to 1 or vise versa. This offers diversity to the search direction and prevents convergence to local minima.
These genetic operations generate a new population with higher average fitness. The newly created population replaces the old one and the iterative procedure repeats till the specific convergence criteria are met, usually, the number of generations. The control parameters for the SGA and GAE approaches are listed in Table 1 . These parameters were selected after experimentation using the developed tools. The flow of operations for optimization using GAs is shown in Figure 4 . The SGA verifies newly generated children during the crossover operation in order to prevent a bad solution from entering into the new population. If the fitness of a child is lower than that of the parent, then the child is not permitted into new population. The SGA could loose good members during the genetic operation of selection.
The GAE is similar to the SGA with an additional feature called "elitist strategy". The elitism prevents loosing the best results from the current generation due to the genetic operations of selection, crossover and mutation [23] . The objective of GAE is to freeze the best solution of the previous generation to the next generation. The GAE fitness function F is calculated according to EQ 11.
2. Differential Evolution
The DE approach contains the same processes of population initialization, mutation, crossover and selection. It emphasizes direct use of the objective function. A cost function, C , is used to rate the individual vectors according to their capability to minimize the objective function, f . selects two other vectors and generates a difference vector, which is multiplied with a user defined weighting factor F to obtain "weighted difference vector". The weighted difference vector and randomly chosen mutation vector create a noisy vector, which is subjected to crossover process with the target vector in order to generate the trial vector [17, 24] On of the advantages of DE is that it uses real variables as compared to binary numbers like the GA. This scheme encodes variables as floating point numbers without ever being reformatted as chromosomes with a different binary representation. Floating-point numbers uses the computer resources efficiently [26] . In our work, we used the control parameters suggested by Storn [25] and shown in Table   2 . The population size is generally varied according to the number of design variables. 
Application to Manipulator Design
The evolutionary techniques introduced were used in the design of SCARA and articulated manipulators. In this section, the results of applying these techniques for manipulator design will be presented and discussed. The manipulator models, kinematics, inverse kinematics and dynamic analyses for both configurations are based on the modified DH parameters [20] . In the presented examples, the parameters are expressed in the SI system and the angles in degrees.
1. SCARA Manipulator
A SCARA planar manipulator with two revolute joint along with the modeling DH parameters are shown in Figure 6 . The task specification and constraints are given in Table 3. The constraint values for the design variables, the link lengths and cross sectional parameters for each cross-section, were defined to be the same for all three optimization approaches. The results of the optimization process utilizing the three evolutionary techniques are presented in Table 4-Table 7 . In these tables the values of the design variables for each cross-section as well as the torque and number of function evaluations for each technique are presented. It is observed that the GAE and DE results that are closer to each other as compared to those from the SGA approach. However, the DE approach consistently obtains smaller torques and smaller number of function evaluations. The number of function evaluations is an indication of the computing effort required in reaching the torque value for the same number of generations. The optimization results summarizing the torque and function evaluations for the SCARA manipulator for the various cross sections are shown in Table 8 . The rectangular cross-section provides minimum torque for the defined task without violating any of the constraints. The objective function history for the SCARA manipulator for each cross-section is shown in Figure 7 . It is observed that the DE converges faster than the other two in about 20 generations and in a monotonic fashion. A 3-DOF articulated PUMA type manipulator along with the modeling DH parameters are shown in Figure 8 . The last two links were optimized but the objective function included the torque from all three joints. The task specification and constraints are given in Table 9 . The constraint values for the design variables were the same for all three optimization approaches. 
The results of the optimization process utilizing the three evolutionary techniques are presented in Table 10 -Table 12 The optimization results summarizing the torque and function evaluations for the articulated manipulator for the various cross sections are shown in Table 13 . The square cross-section provides for the minimum torque for the defined task while meeting the constraints when compared for all three approaches. The objective function history for the articulated manipulator for each cross-section is shown in Figure 9 . It is observed that the DE technique converges faster than the other two in a monotonic fashion and requires about 20 generations. 
3. Additional Discussion of Results
The results presented show the objective function value (torque value) and number of function evaluations for each evolutionary approach for each cross section analyzed. It is observed that the torque value, the objective function used during the optimization process, for each cross-section is consistent between the three approaches. The smallest is obtained from DE followed by GAE (GA with elitism) with the largest value given by the simple GA. This indicates that the traditional GA techniques do not minimize the objective function or design variables even with a larger number of generations.
Another interesting observation is that the number of function evaluations follows a similar trend with the DE reaching a steady state or convergence type of behavior in only 20 generations. Even though the traditional GA techniques were allowed to run for more generations thus increasing the number of function evaluations, their objective functions were not even close to those obtained by DE.
The large difference in the number of function evaluations required to minimize the objective function is directly related to time savings. These time savings are amplified considering that the DE operates on real-valued design variables and does not require binary conversion as the GA.
Conclusions
In this paper, three evolutionary optimization approaches, Simple Genetic Algorithm, SGA, Genetic Algorithm with Elitism, GAE, and Differential Evolution, DE, were used and compared for the design of serial link robotic manipulators (SCARA and articulated) based on task specifications and constraints. The design process considered the kinematic, dynamic and structural characteristics of the links of the manipulator and the end-effector payload. The objective was to minimize the torque required to perform the defined motion subject to constraints on link parameters (length, and cross sectional area), and end-effector deflection. These evolutionary techniques were applied in the design of SCARA and articulated type robotic devices using circular, square and rectangular and C-channel cross sections for the 
